Highly Spin-Frustrated Magnetism in the Topochemically Prepared Triangular Lattice Cluster Magnets Na3 A2 (MoO4 )2 Mo3 O8 (A=In, Sc).
The physical properties of novel cluster-based triangular lattice antiferromagnets Na3 A2 (MoO4 )2 Mo3 O8 (A=In, Sc), synthesized through a topochemical Na-intercalation to nonmagnetic Na2 A2 (MoO4 )2 Mo3 O8 , are reported. The S=1/2 [Mo3 ]11+ clusters form a regular triangular lattice, which gives the magnetic system a strong geometrical spin frustration effect. Despite the strong antiferromagnetic couplings among [Mo3 ]11+ clusters, they show no long-range magnetic orderings down to 0.5 K with the finite residual magnetic entropy. The ground states of Na3 A2 (MoO4 )2 Mo3 O8 have been characterized as a quantum spin liquid, owing to the strong spin frustration of cluster spins on the triangular lattice.